Abstract. Recently R. Wheeden studied a class of singular integral operators, the hypersingular integrals, as operators from L%(H) to LP(H) ; Ll(H) is the range of the ath order Bessel potential operator acting on LP(H) with the inherited norm. The purposes of the present paper are to extend the known results on hypersingular integrals to complex indices, to extend these results to operators defined over a real separable Hubert space, and to use Komatsu's theory of fractional powers of operators to show that the hypersingular integral operator G" is jH ( -AJff dp{y) when Im (o) 0 or when Re (a) is not a positive integer where Ayg is the derivative of g in the direction y. The case where Im (a) = 0 and Re (a) is a positive integer is treated in a sequel to the present paper.
1. Introduction. Let P be A-dimensional Euclidean space and let dx denote Lebesgue measure on P. The theory of Lebesgue spaces of differentiable functions L%(E, dx) is well known ; [2] . L%(E, dx), 1 <p< oo, 0 ^ Re a < oo, is the range of the Bessel potential operator, J", acting on LP(E). When a is a positive integer, «, PJ(P) is also the space of weakly differentiable functions with derivatives of order k, O^k^n, in LP(E). R. Wheeden [19] , [20] has studied a class of linear operators, the hypersingular integral operators, which map LP(E) into LP(E) continuously. Let Ci(y) be positively homogeneous of degree zero on Pand suppose that ||Q||i = J"s |&(«>)| dw<oo when 2 is the unit sphere in E and du denotes normalized Lebesgue measure on S.
Set
T"(f) = lim f Rk(f,y) e-»0 Jii!/ii>£ '»ix -luir™ where A is the dimension of E and where RÁf,y) ~Ax+y)-2 ^ff and k^a<k+\. Ta is a hypersingular integral operator on P£(P) to LV(E) and || y*Vy|| " ^ JV(<x) || -£21| i where A(a) depends only on A and a. When a is a positive Presented to the Society, August 28, 1970 ; received by the editors June 24, 1970 and, in revised form, December 28, 1970 integer, k, the additional assumption must be made that J"s pk(oj)Q.(uj) doj = 0 where pk(u>) is any homogeneous polynomial in w with degree k. Then at a=k, T" is similar to a Calderon-Zygmund operator and Tk acts boundedly from Lkp(E) to LP(E). If0<«<l, T'f = lim I" U(x+y)-f(x)] ffi rfy; this case is especially important and interesting when Q.(y)=l, since then TaJa is given by a measure. The purposes of this paper are to study a new approach to the hypersingular integral operators, to extend the results of [19] , [20] to complex indices, and to generalize these results to hypersingular integrals over a real separable Hubert space. Thus we shall replace the finite-dimensional Euclidean space E with a real separable Hubert space H which is generally infinite dimensional. We shall rely heavily upon the work of Komatsu [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] on the theory of fractional powers of operators. In particular we shall observe that some of Komatsu's results can be used to prove Stein's basic lemma [17, Lemma 4] which asserts that TaJa is given by convolution with a measure when Q(co)=l. In addition, Komatsu's results will be useful in streamlining the study of the general hypersingular integral.
Throughout this paper K(a), M (a), TV(a)>0, K(a,p), M(a,p), N(a,p)>0 are constants which depend only on the parameters shown and which may vary in value with the occasion of their use. If T is a closed densely defined operator on a Banach space X, D(T) denotes the domain of T and R(T) denotes the range of T.
2. Preliminaries. a. The normal distribution on Hubert space. To minimize the discussion of measure theory on Hubert space we refer the reader to the papers [7] , [9] of L. Gross and [15] , [16] of I. E. Segal.
Definition (Segal) . A weak distribution on a real Hubert space, H, is an equivalence class of linear maps, F, from the conjugate space H* of H to real valued measurable functions (modulo null functions) on a probability space (depending on F). Two such maps, F and F', are equivalent if for any finite set of vectors yx, ■ ■ -, yk in H*, F(yj),. --,F(yk) and F'Cft),.. .,F'(yk) have the same joint distribution in A>space. A weak distribution is continuous if a representative is a continuous linear map (the range space has the topology of convergence in measure).
In what follows we shall be most interested in the normal distribution with variance parameter c/2. This distribution is uniquely determined by the following properties: for any y in H*, F(y) is normally distributed with mean zero and variance (c/2)||yH2; F maps orthogonal vectors to independent random variables; F, a representative for the normal distribution, is continuous. There is an essentially unique (up to expectation preserving isomorphism) probability space (S, E, p.) and a continuous linear map Pfrom H* to the real valued measurable functions on (S, S, ¿u.) (modulo null functions) such that P is a representative of the normal distribution. S has no proper sub-tr-field with respect to which all of the F(y), y e H*, are measurable. The measurable functions on H are defined to be the measurable functions on (S1,2, //,). Lp(H,nc)=Lp (S,'Z,fi.) by definition. When c=2, we let «=«2 and LP(H)=LP(H, n2). The expectation, E(f), of a measurable function/is E(f)=jsfdn.
A function/(x) on the points of H is a tame function if there is a Baire function g on a finite-dimensional Euclidean space Ek, and orthonormal vectors hlt..., hk in H* such that/(x)=g((x, hx),..., (x, hk)). The span of the hx,..., hk in H is called the base of/ If P is a representative of the normal distribution and/(x) =g((x, hx), ...,(x, hk)) is a tame function, then f(s)=g(F(hx)(s),..., F(hk)(s)) is a measurable function on H, and the expectation off is £(/) = {Tc)'k¡2 \ *(r)exp (-c-li||V where A: is the dimension of the base space off. This equality holds in the sense that if either side exists and is finite, then so does the other side and the two are equal.
Several very useful representatives of the normal distribution are known. Of these the one in which we shall be most interested is the mapping studied by Gross [9] from H* to Borel measurable functions (modulo null functions) on an abstract Wiener space. We adopt the notation and terminology of [9] . Let P be a one-one Hilbert-Schmidt operator on a real separable Hubert space H. Then |x|1=||Px|| is a measurable norm on H. Let HB denote the completion of H in this norm. Let y denote the a-field generated by the closed subsets of HB. The normal distribution nc induces a Borel probability measure Ac on HB such that the extension of the identity map on H* (<=//*), regarded as a densely defined map on H* to measurable functions on (HB, ¿^ Nc), to H* is a representative of the normal distribution on H. Continuous functions/on HB are measurable functions on Hand if g denotes the restriction off to H and if 3F denotes the directed set (ordered by inclusion of the ranges) of finite-dimensional projections on H, the net {g(Qx) : Q e &} of measurable tame functions converges in measure to / as Q tends strongly to the identity through &'.
Let Ac be as above, and regard B as an isometry from HB to H. Then Ae ° B'1 is a Borel measure on H; this measure is usually denoted by nc ° B~x ; [8] , [9] . If/is a bounded continuous function from H to a Banach space X, jHf(x) dnc ° B '1(x) =\Hb f(By) dNc(y) = E(f° B). Iff g, and fg are absolutely integrable tame functions on H,fg=jg, (af+g)~ =af+g for constants a, and iffúg (a.e.) on H, then fúg (a.e.); we shall use these properties often. Gross [7] , [9] has studied other functions on the points of H which give rise to measurable functions on H. If C is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H, \\Cx\\ determines a measurable function [|C(-) ||~ on H by ||C(-)||~=lim {||Cßx||~ : Q e &} where & is as above and Q tends strongly to the identity through 3?'. If/is a bounded continuous function on H, then/(Cx) determines a measurable function on H when Cis a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Such elementary functions as \\x\\, exp (-||jc|2) and exp (i ||jc||) fail to determine measurable functions on H. We refer to [7] for further discussion of these points.
b. The Poisson integral. Let H be a real separable Hubert space. Let LP(H), \<p<co, denote the Banach space of/7-power integrable functions with respect to the weak normal distribution (with variance parameter 1, centered at the origin) on H. Let y -> Ty denote the regular representation of the additive group of H by isometries on LP(H); iff is a bounded tame function,
The Ty are strongly continuous and play the role of the "translation operators" on H; [4] . If p. is a finite Borel measure on H, T(f) = jH Tyfdp. Pz(f) is the Poisson integral off. Ht(f) and PJJ) were studied in [5] . We shall recall some of the properties of these operators; the proofs appear in [5] . P-l. Ht and Pz are strongly continuous contraction semigroups on LP(H). P-2. There is a unique Borel probability measure pz on H such that Pz(f) =¡HTyfdPí(y). c. Komatsu powers of operators. Early work on the theory of fractional powers of operators is surveyed in [21] . Komatsu [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] has developed an extensive theory of fractional powers of operators. In [10] , [11] it is assumed that A is a linear operator (not necessarily densely defined) such that the negative half-line is in the resolvent set of A and || t (t+A) '11| ^ M for all t > 0. A" is defined for all complex a in §4 of [10] . For our purposes it will be sufficient to recall some of Komatsu [10, p. 325] . Jo+ More formally, K-l and K-3 define an operator A% on a subspace D" of X; D" is defined in [10] . If A\ denotes the smallest closed extension of A", whose existence is proved in [10, Proposition 4.1] , then Aa = Aa+. Similarly K-2 defines an operator on a natural subspace of X and its smallest closed extension is A% =Aa as is shown in [11] . When Re a<0, Att-a is defined by equation 4.10 of [10, p. 304] and At, is shown to have a smallest closed extension AI which is independent of a. When Re a=0, Aax is defined by equation 4.11 of [10, p. 305 
] for xeflTi
Rx. There is the important K-4. For any complex a, A"t has the smallest closed extension A% which is independent of a and t when -T<Rea<o.
If Rea>0 if Re a>0, then A%Aß0 = Aa0+ß. See §7 of [10] .
From the assumption that \t(t + A)~1\^M for t>0 and the resolvent equation it follows that (t+A)'1 exists for t in the sector |arg t\ < Arc sin (M_1) and that t^ + A)'1 is bounded on each ray of this sector. Let
is an increasing function of 0. An operator A is said to be of type (w, M(0)), 0^o)<7T, if A is closed, densely defined; the resolvent set of ( -A) contains the sector |arg t\ <tt-w, and sup {||r(r+,4)~1|| : [arg í| = 0}^TV/(0)<oo holds for all 0^ 0<7T -cu. An operator^ is of type (w, TV/(0))foranaj<7r/2if and only if ( -A) generates a semigroup Tt which has an analytic extension to the sector |arg t\ <tt/2 -<o such that the extension is uniformly bounded on each sector |arg/| Tr/2 -to -e, £>0. K-7. If A is an operator of type (cu, Af (0)) and 0<acu<7r/2, then (-Aa+) is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup exp ( -tAa+) which is analytic in the sector |arg í | ^7t/2 -ato and uniformly bounded on each smaller sector |arg í | èir/2-ato-e, e>0. See §10 of [10] . K-8. Let A be of type (a>, M(0)). Then (A\)e=Aa+e if 0<a<7r/o> and Rej8>0. K-9. If 0<«< 1 and if r, = exp (-tA), Ttax=e\p (-Ma)x={0° TsxN(<x, t, s) ds where TV(«, t, s) = (2ttí)-1 ¡°0+_\Z exp (us-tua) du; [21] .
It is worth noting in connection with the discussion preceding K-8 and in connection with K-8 that the Poisson integral Pz extends to an analytic semigroup in every sector | arg z \ < tt/4 -e,0<e< tt/4, and the extension is bounded in each sector of this type; this follows from the fact that TVt(z) is analytic in Re z>0 and the fact that the integral Ps(f)=jô Ht(f)Nt(z) dt/t converges uniformly in |arg z\ <tt/4-e for e>0. If Ht = exp (-tA), then P2=exp (-zT) where T=A112; see K-9 and [21] .
When the Hilbert-Schmidt operator P is one-one, the infinitesimal generator ( -T) Ga(f)= f f Rk(fiy,t)dn(y)t'«'1dt Jo* Jh whenever this integral converges in LP(H). Ga(f) is a hypersingular integral operator. We shall make further assumptions on a later so that G" is defined when Re a =« is a positive integer.
of Pz is a one-one operator on LP(H) and R(T) is dense in LP(H). d. Definitions and hypersingular integrals on L2(H). Let a-ß+iy
In this section we shall sketch the L2-theory of hypersingular integral operators in order to motivate the more formal theory needed to prove our main theorems in §4.
Let/> = 2 and P(y) be a polynomial on H Set W(P)(y)=\"P(2ll2x + iy) dn(x) where dn is the normal cylinder set measure with variance parameter 1. Segal [15] has shown that W(P)(y) extends to a unitary operator on L2(H); W is the Hubert space analogue of the Fourier transform. In particular,
where P is a representative of the normal distribution;
hence W(Ayf) = (iF(y)/2)W(f) when/e D(Ay).
Consider the linear operator /" on L2(H) defined by
when Re a è 0 and B is the one-one Hilbert-Schmidt operator used to define Ht and Pz. J" is a bounded operator on L2(H). Some other properties of Ja are 1. JaJß=Ja+e if Re«, Re ¿3^0.
2. Ja is strongly analytic in Re a > 0.
3. J" is one-one. 4 . If Re a^O and if ß=(ßx,..., ßn) is a multi-index of complex numbers with Re ßi ä 0, and |Re ß\ á Re a, then AiJ" is a bounded operator on L2(H).
Each of these properties is easily verified.
Theorem 1. //Rea>0ij not an integer, GaJa is a bounded operator on L2(H) with \\GaJa\\^N(<x)jI] H.yll'dl/ilOO.Ree^jS.
Proof. Let ¿<Re«<A:+l and a = k+8. Then rkRk(f,y,t) = t-kRk(f,ty,\), and since Aky = tkA%, W(GTf)= I*" f t-krV(Rk(J%y,t))dp. where y = Im a. Assume first that y^O. Since ¡H F(By)k dp.(y) = 0, Corollary 1 of [14] implies that the double integral above converges to a bounded function. Thus \\G°J"\\úN(a)íH\\y\\kd\p.\(y). When Rea = A: and Im a=0, G"J" is a kind of Calderon-Zygmund operator; [1] , [4] . Set dv(y) = (l + \\B*(-)\YkF(By)k dp(y), so we need only show that (0). (3) is a consequence of the analyticity of r(a)'1ta'1 in Re a>0 for />0 and the fact that t"'1 log te'1 is absolutely integrable for Re a >0. To prove (4) let <Pa(0 = r(a)-1ia-1e-t if r>0 and <pa(t) = 0 if t¿0. Then J"(f)=i-oo Pt(f)<Pa(t) dt and J'JW^r-« pt<J)<P° * n(t) dt where 9a * <ps is the convolution of <pa and <pß. An elementary integration and use of some basic identities for the T-function show that <pa * <pe = <pa+e and hence JaJß=Ja+e.
(5) follows from (4), (3), (2) above. For if Jaf=0 for some a in Re a>0, Ja+rf=0 for all real numbers r > 0. The principle of uniqueness for analytic functions implies that J"f= 0 for all a in Re a > 0. Since lim {Jrf: r -> 0, r is real} =/ we have that /= 0 and J" is one-one. Set J1=J. To prove (6), we need verify the statement only for 0<Re <x< 1. For if a=n+ß, we have Ja=JnJß from (4) above. If Re a-n, a positive integer, the conclusion (6) is proved in [6] . It is proved in [10] that Jn = (J)n. So if we verify (6) when 0 < Re ]8< 1, K-6 of §2c implies that J"=(J)a. Note that J=(l + T)'1 when P( = exp(-íD. So Jf=JZ e-'PJdt. Then
Since (t>+1+T)-1 =/(»/+1)_1, set p=jc-1 to get by K-l that ya(/) = sinjra rxa-iy(^+/)-1/í/x = (/)a(/). "■ Jo (7) follows from Theorem 6.4 of [10] 
since by this theorem D((\ + T)a)^R(Ja); D((l + T)a) is dense in LP(H).
Parts ( Remark. In [6] a more extensive list of the properties of the Bessel potential and its relationship to fractional powers is given. Because of Properties (8), (9) of Theorem 3 (proved in [6]), Lp(H)=L^ea(H) with equivalence of the norms. Since the translation operators TtBy, t>0, form a bounded semigroup, ( -Ay)a, Re a>0, can be written as in K-l or K-3 of §2c. In order to be able to succinctly represent the hypersingular integrals of §4, we need to study the composition (-Ah)aJß. To do this we need Let /be a bounded continuous tame function on H which is based in the finitedimensional subspace Pof H; dimension of E=k. Since the normal distribution on H is rotationally invariant, let K be the span of P and y and let ex,..., ek+x he an orthonormal basis for K with ex = w = y || y || ~1. Then
where g is the restriction off to P'and where £>p(x, to) = exp [(x, tw)/p -t2/2p]. If we write the integral over K as an iterated integral and write the first integral as for large p and R, and integration by parts shows that K<(*A)|i = ^(«.AX^-^+a1-"").
Thus C?(l)(j) eLi(//, «0 and fw C^(l)(j) Jn1(j') = 0. To apply the techniques of [4] to prove the boundedness of (-Ahyj"(f) = M(a) ÍVe-«sff" Í TtByfCl(l)(y)dn1(y)e-^dt/t\du, JO Uo+ JHB J set <p(0 = e" "'" and verify that the even part of C£(1)(>0 is in L log+ L(H, «j). This definition of <p(r) allows us to use Lemma 1 when C£(l)(j) is replaced by its odd part and to use Lemma 1 when the techniques of the proof of Theorem 8 of [4] are applied to the even part of C%(l)(y).
Set Cû(l)(y) = K(a)\h\"G(y) where G(y) is a tame function based on the line through A; so it suffices to prove that
Jo+ has even part in L log+ L((-oo, oo), exp (-x2) dx). Integrate by parts to write G(x) = K(a) P (x-t)exp(2tx-t2)t-"dt. it suffices to show that f"oe x2|L(x)| exp (-x2) dx<co. By integrating the above series for L term-by-term with respect to x2exp(-x2) and applying the ratio test to the resulting series, one sees that L(x) is in L log + L. In order to make use of Theorem 5 of [1] we also need to verify that J™oe log+ \x\ \L(x)\ exp (-x2) dx<ao. But this follows from the fact that log+ |x| c_1|jc|e for £>0 when \x\^0 and a calculation similar to that above for jZx \x\e\L(x)\ exp ( -x2) dx. This last integral is seen to be finite for all sufficiently small e > 0 since Re a < 1. Now write C°h(l)(y) = K(cc)(L(y) + M(y))\\h\\" where L(y) = i(G(y) + G(-y)) and where M(y)=\(G(y)-G(-y)) so that (-Ah)aJa(f) = TL(f) + TM(f) where TL and TM are integral operators of the form of (-Ah)aJa with Cl(l)(y) replaced by L(y) and M(y) respectively. Since M (y) is an odd function, TM can be written as an integral of an operator of the type in Lemma 1, so that TM is a bounded operator on LP(H) if 1 <p<oo. For TL we proceed as in the even kernel case in [4] . Let Kh(f)=Tr~1P J"oe TvBh(f) dv/v, the principal value integral. By Lemma 1, Kh is a In the next theorem we look at the most elementary and one of the most interesting hypersingular integral operators. This operator was studied by E. M. But PXC/0«0>+1)"» SPi(y + u(f)/8t. Thus
where Ju(f)= L(PJ)(u). Since
we consider an interchange of integrals in J* L(taTS(Pt(f)))(x) dx.
fi ( Vß(E) = S0(P)-^ \1ju(E)uß(\-u)'ßdu 17 Jo for Borel sets E. Then va = vn * vs is the Borel measure such that TaJa(f) =jH Ty(f) dva(y). If Rea = n, a positive integer, let y=a-\ and ß=\. Then v«=vy*vfl, and TaJa(f)=jHTy(f)dva(y). K-6 and the continuity of all of the operators in question justifies these last designations of va.
Remarks. 1. It is interesting to note that TaJ" is a bounded operator on LX(H). It will not be possible to make this claim for the hypersingular integral operators considered in §4.
2. The calculation in the proof of Theorem 5 holds for any bounded strongly continuous semigroup St. Note that the proof of Theorem 5 amounts to calculatinĝ "(1+^4)"" when St = exp (-tA). Komatsu [10, §6] has made this general calculation using methods different from those in Theorem 5; see p. 309 of [10] .
3. L"p(H)=L%ea(H) with equivalent norms; see [6] . 4. For a > 0 other useful forms ofJ" exist and define equivalent norms on LP(H).
For instance Jl(f) = Y(a/2)'1 ft #,(/><«-»'»e-« dt. In the language of [10] , Ja =Jl=(\+T)'a and J2 = (l + T2)'"12. We have shown in [6] that /" and /f define equivalent norms on LP(H) and that L%(H) is equivalent to D(Ta) when this domain is equipped with the graph norm.
[6] also contains a proof that /" and J2 have strongly continuous boundary value groups Jxy and J2y consisting of bounded operators onLP(H), l<p<co.
4. Hypersingular integrals. In this section we shall study the general class of hypersingular integral operators on LP(H).
Theorem 6. Let n be a Borel measure (possibly unbounded) on H such that ¡h II y |Re<t ^ImKjO < °°-Ifn <Re a<n + l, n a nonnegative integer, set Ga(f)= P f Rn(fy,t)d^(y)t""1dt Proof. Set <x=n+ß, 0<Re j3<l, and note that t~nRn(f, y, t) = t~nRn(f ty, 1). Also note that A\y = tnAy and f {TtuByJ'(f)-J'(f))rß-^ dt = M(a)uß(-Ay)ßJ'(f).
Jo+
Since |J"¿ (1 -m)""1«5 du\ <oo, we have that G'J'if) = M (a) f Ay(-Ay)ßJ'(f)dp.(y).
Jh By K-6, G'J" has the desired form. By Theorem 4, ||(-^!/)Va/||p^TV(a,^)||j||Rea, so that by Minkowski's integral inequality we get the desired estimate for \\GaJ"(f)\\P.
Remark. The constant M(a) in the first conclusion of Theorem 6 is M(a) =r(n)-ir(-ß)B(n,ß+i)(-ir=(-i)r(a+iy>r(i-a)r(cc).
In the case when Re a = n, a nonnegative integer, the desired theorem is more complicated. We present a theorem and a remark regarding this situation. We begin with Lemma 2. Let h be a unit vector in H andy^O be a real number. Then T(f)= lim N™ Tthft-»-i dt-°-^f\ £-o+ Vh ty J exists as a bounded operator on LP(H) and \T\p-^Kpq(\y\2 + l)|y|-1.
Proof. By Theorem 8 of [14] , if Ue(f)(x)= rf(x-t)t-»-idt-e-^g£, the Ue are uniformly bounded as operators on Lp((-oo, oo), dx) and as e->0+, Ue converges strongly to a bounded operator on Lp, l<p<co. Let/be a bounded tame function on H which is based in a finite-dimensional subspace F of H. Let K be the span of F and h and let g be the restriction off to K. By arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4, we show that the Te converge strongly to a bounded operator Ton LP(H). The Te are uniformly bounded and |r||p^Äjo^(|y|2 + l)|y|_1, where q is conjugate to p.
T0 can be shown to be a bounded operator by using the M. Riesz theorem on the Hubert transform as in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4 above or as in the proof of Theorem 7 of [4] . If the measure ¡xe is concentrated on a finitedimensional subspace K of H, f TtByA«J"if)dp,eiy)= \ TtBxAUnif)dvix)
Jh Jk where v denotes the restriction of ¡ie to K. Let eu...,ek be an orthonormal basis for K and let Ru ..., Rkbe the Riesz operators used in the proof of Theorem 8 of [4] . Write A%J»if) = IM=n x'BaA'Jnif) where A' = A^---Ap, •-(*, ..., ak), Ba are constants and the At are infinitesimal generators of the TtBe¡, i= 1,..., k. Then jH xa dvix) = 0. If we assume that v is absolutely continuous with respect to the normal distribution with variance parameter 1 on K, and if dvix)/dn = Í2(x) satisfies xa£2(x) eL log+ L(A", n) for each multi-index a with \a\ =n, then the argument used in the proof of Theorem 8 of [4] can be used to prove that each of the í J" Jo+ Jk TiBxAaJnif)x*n dnix) dt/t is bounded on LP{H) ; so that Te is bounded on LPiH).
2. In [6] we defined Jiy, y real, and showed that the Jiy form a strongly continuous group of bounded operators on LPiH). Furthermore, the Jiy of [6] are suitable for boundary values of the analytic semigroup J', Re a > 0. In a paper yet to be published, we have shown that if he H, iAh)iy is a strongly continuous group of bounded operators on /-"(//). These results suggest that when Re a=n, a positive integer, Im <x=/y#0, and when fHpniy) dpiy) = 0, then
